
 
 

Give Your Brand a Green and Elegant Touch with Our Branded Wooden USB Sticks! 

Are you thinking about your next promotional campaign and are looking for original and versatile corporate 

gifts? Branded wooden USB sticks can be the answer you are looking for. Small, practical and useful, they 

can be personalised with the logo and name of your business or with a message. Any graphics or phrases 

printed on custom wooden USB drives will be constantly under the eyes of those who receive these 

promotional products as a gift. By doing so, they will 

remember your brand every time they are used. 

Besides the different qualities they share with other 

types of personalised USB sticks, these wooden 

versions are particularly appreciated by everyone, 

regardless of target's nature or sector of activity. Any 

company will then be able to take these wooden 

custom USB drives in their promotional campaign and 

take countless advantages from these small, but 

sensational corporate gifts.  

Modern and Natural Corporate Gifts: The Strength of 

Branded Wooden USB Sticks 

Technology has always been nature’s enemy. The 

struggle between progress and the environment has 

decades – if not centuries – of history. However, the one 

does not necessarily oppose the other. On the contrary, technology can work for our ecosystem and help to 

maintain natural balance. More and more strategies are being implemented to safeguard the environment. 

In the same way, eco-friendly products, which are specifically designed to reduce environmental impact, are 

on the rise.  

The world of promotional products and corporate gifts too embraces the ecological cause and seeks 

sustainable ideas to advertise in respect of nature. Pens, keyrings, notebooks – all the most popular 

promotional products are available in eco-friendly versions, i.e. produced with low-polluting processes or 

with ecological materials. Among the latter, some are recycled or biodegradable, while others are totally 

natural. This is the case of our branded wooden USB sticks, which are a 100% eco-friendly option.  

What turns these personalised wooden USB sticks into special promotional products is the fact that they 

represent better than others how technology and nature can work in synergy. As personalised eco-friendly 

gadgets, these wooden custom USB drives clearly show how living sustainably is not only possible, but even 

easy and advantageous.  

The Properties of a Common, Yet Elegant and Fine Material: What Makes Branded Wooden USB Sticks Stand Out 

As in the case of personalised wooden keyrings or personalised wooden pens, these USB drives too have 

several advantages deriving from the material itself. Used since ancient times, wood has been part of our 

lives for thousands of years. And all along, it has always guaranteed absolute safety.  Wooden custom USB 

drives are not only eco-friendly, but durable as well. This means that they offer long-term advertising, just 

like personalised metal USB sticks. Moreover, like the latter, branded wooden USB sticks are elegant and 

fine-looking, especially if you want to make wooden engraved USB sticks. 

https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/usb-flash-drives
https://www.higift.eu/green/custom-eco-friendly-gadgets
https://www.higift.eu/green/custom-eco-friendly-gadgets
https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings/wooden-keyrings
https://www.higift.eu/writing/personalized-pens/wooden-bamboo-pens
https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/usb-flash-drives/promotional-metal-usb-flash-drives


 
 

Besides its strength and hardness – which both prevent it from suffering damage as a result of sudden 

stresses – wood has an infallible aesthetic performance among its most appreciated qualities. Its natural 

colour is quite neutral, so that it is easy to match with any style. The final appearance of your wooden 

custom USB drives will obviously depend on the printing technique you choose. Whether you want to apply 

your company logo, name or slogan, or even an image or a message, you can make fantastic wooden 

engraved USB sticks to get outstandingly classy corporate gifts. Another option is to print your logo or name 

using screen printing – as long as the design or font is simple and linear. For colour or complex 

reproductions, on the other hand, you can go for UV led printing. In this way, you will create attractive and 

even more original branded wooden USB sticks. In all 

cases, the rendering will be impeccable, precise and 

detailed.  

Promotional Effect: What Wooden Custom USB Drives 

Convey About Your Company 

Thanks to their undisputed usefulness and practicality 

due to their small size, branded wooden USB sticks 

will surely have enormous success as promotional 

products. As we have seen, wood is an additional plus 

point, and this for the technical as well as 

communicative advantages it brings. Your wooden 

custom USB drives will present themselves as an eco-

friendly choice, thanks to the natural look that 

characterises these corporate gifts. Your brand will 

then stand out thanks to the elegant and fine 

appearance that wood produces. Giving away 

personalised wooden USB sticks is then a way to promote your business in a fine way, showing that your 

company is very attentive to quality, as well as the environment.  

Thanks to the wide choice of printing techniques available, any brand, store or company can find the perfect 

branded USB sticks for their needs. Engraved wooden custom USB drives will emphasise the elegance of 

the material, giving a refined image of your activity. Perfect as a wedding favour, branded wooden USB sticks 

are extremely successful when they are given away to a class-loving target as promotional products or when 

they are distributed during a chic event. In short, these wooden custom USB drives are real natural jewels. 

Screen printing will be ideal for highlighting your logo, while UV led printing can turn your branded wooden 

USB sticks into the promotional products that best represent your company, reproducing its distinctive 

colours. 

For this reason, wooden custom USB drives can spread the logo of brands and activities of all kinds. They 

are promotional gadgets which we all use; they belong to the sustainable corporate gifts, being perfectly in 

line with the needs of our times; finally, thanks to wood, they have several extraordinary features from the 

marketing perspective, from resistance to the ways in which they can be personalised.  

Branded Wooden USB Sticks as Promotional Products: Companies and Targets 

Elegant and tasteful, wooden custom USB drives are quite versatile as corporate gifts. They are suitable for 

very diverse targets but can be used by companies active in different sectors as well. Like eco-friendly 

personalised USB sticks, wooden custom USB drives are perfect corporate gifts for: 

https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile
https://www.higift.eu/green
https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/usb-flash-drives/custom-eco-usb-sticks
https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/usb-flash-drives/custom-eco-usb-sticks


 
 

• Technological brands that want to embrace the environmental cause; 

• Companies that care about protecting the environment and are constantly looking for eco-friendly 

options; 

• Activities that, although not working in the high-tech sector and not handling eco-friendly 

products, want to offer their audience or employees useful, original and sustainable corporate 

gifts; 

• High-tech companies, sustainability-conscious brands and any other activity that wants to offer its 

employees or external collaborators meaningful and unforgettable promotional products. 

The variety of models available too contributes to the versatility of branded wooden USB sticks. The shape 

can be very classic or original, representing particular objects. So, you can find the personalised wooden USB 

sticks that best represent your core business in the catalogue. Choosing the technique with which to print 

your logo, on the other hand, you can create the ad hoc corporate gifts for your promotion. Engraved 

custom wooden USB drives will amaze the most 

important customers or business partners, as well as 

all guests participating in a chic event. If, however, you 

are looking for a more casual promotional item, make 

your branded wooden USB sticks with logo using 

screen or digital printing, so as to get fine and 

unpretentious corporate gifts. If you want to offer your 

collaborators a complete gift, you can pair your custom 

wooden USB drives with other personalised wooden 

gifts or branded computer accessories.  

So, personalised wooden USB sticks are for everyone. 

They have an incredible advertising effect when 

distributed as promotional products. In this role, they 

will promote the company and a sustainable approach 

at once. However, they are ideal corporate gifts for 

employees or business partners too. In this case, 

custom wooden USB drives represent an elegant, 

original and sustainable way to thank anyone who collaborates with you. Whoever receives these corporate 

gifts will be positively impressed by your branded wooden USB sticks. Their quality and usefulness, 

combined with their refinement and expressiveness will simply make these corporate gifts special and your 

brand unforgettable. 

https://www.higift.eu/green/personalised-wooden-gifts
https://www.higift.eu/green/personalised-wooden-gifts
https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/computer-accessories

